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A	Discipline	for	Innovation
MAcDowell looks for Artists who Are 
breAking new grounD. we carry that spirit into 
the entire MacDowell organization as we, too, strive to 
be innovative: in addressing artist needs, seeking ways 
to improve the residency experience, refining our 
facilities, and of course attracting and helping the most 
promising artists working today, often before the 
marketplace or the critics discover them.

even with a great track record of MacDowell 
fellows winning prizes (more than 65 Pulitzers, not 
to mention scores of MacArthurs, guggenheims, 
sundance awards, and more), the colony continues 
to be vigilant in attempting to understand evolutions 
within artistic disciplines. During our periodic 
discipline reviews, we talk with people outside our 
organization about what is happening within each 
art form, what we might learn from other organiza-
tions, and how to chart the colony’s course.

breaking ground in this day and age generally 
means crossing over and weaving other disciplines into your work. it seems edward and 
Marian MacDowell’s century-old vision of allied arts is still remarkably relevant. Medal Day, 
which this year put a spotlight on architecture — and which this issue highlights — is a way 
for us to assert the diversity and contributions of the artistic fields represented at MacDowell. 
it is wonderful to see architects beginning to take advantage of the fellowship opportunities 
that writers, composers, and visual artists have known about for generations. our hope is that 
architects who receive MacDowell fellowships will make a similar and lasting impact on the 
discipline as others have in their fields, making our culture richer and more exciting for it. 

Cheryl	A.	Young
Executive Director

Artists receive  
radcliffe fellowships
Four	MacDowell	Fellows	were	among	the	
52	artists,	scholars,	and	scientists	
selected	in	May	for	2008–2009	fellow-
ships	at	the	Radcliffe	Institute	for	
advanced	Study	at	harvard	University.	
chosen	from	a	field	of	785	applicants	for	
the	“quality	of	their	artistic	work	and	the	
expected	long-term	impact	of	their	
projects,”	filmmaker	Anne	Makepeace,	
writers	elizabeth	McCracken	and	sarah	
Messer,	and	playwright Chiori	Miyagawa	
are	each	currently	in	the	midst	of	a	
yearlong	residency	at	Radcliffe,	a	
scholarly	community	where	individuals	
pursue	advanced	work	across	a	wide	
variety	of	disciplines.

flanagan Appointed  
chair at Dartmouth
In	September,	Dartmouth	college	
announced	the	appointment	of	Mary	
Flanagan	as	the	inaugural	endowed	chair	
holder	of	the	Sherman	Distinguished	
Professorship	in	Digital	humanities.	
Flanagan’s	faculty	appointment	was	

based	on	her	
“exceptional	
promise	.	.	.	to	
make	significant	
advances	in	new	
and	emerging	
disciplines”	at	
Dartmouth.	a	prior	
Fulbright	scholar	
and	co-editor,	with	

MIT	Press,	of	the	books	Reload: rethink-
ing women + cyberculture	(2002)	and	Re: 
skin	(2007),	Flanagan	was	an	interdisci-
plinary	artist-in-residence	at	MacDowell	
in	2007.	

QuOtABLe					“The ultimate contribution of The MacDowell Colony to the arts cannot be 
quantified. What has to be acknowledged is that the validation an artist of whatever disci- 
pline experiences when awarded a residency — this invitation into the continuum of creativity 
going back 100 years — inspires a confidence that, in turn, prompts the artist to take risks not 
possible before.”

—Writer Joseph Caldwell, whose 2008 residency at MacDowell marked the 35th anniversary of his first one, which took place in 1973. 
Caldwell worked on his first novel at MacDowell in the spring of 1973; he finished his 10th novel at the Colony in August. 

wilcha wins an emmy
On	september	13th,	MacDowell	filmmaker	Chris Wilcha	received	a	Primetime	

eMMY®	Award	from	the	Academy	of	television	Arts	&	sciences	for	Outstanding	

Directing	for	Nonfiction	Programming	for	his	work	on This American Life.	Wilcha	

(along	with	co-director	Adam	Beckman)	has	been	directing	the	television	series		

—	a	spinoff	of	the	popular,	long-running	Chicago	Public	Radio	show	of	the	same	

name	hosted	by	Ira	Glass	—	since	it	debuted	on	showtime	in	March	of	2007.	the	

featured	artist	at	MacDowell’s	2008	New	hampshire	benefit	in	March,	Wilcha	

had	a	residency	in	Irving	Fine	studio	in	2003.	

Bottom right: Joseph caldwell	in	Mixter	
Studio	in	1973.	Top:	Caldwell	on	the	stoop	
of	Mansfield	Studio	earlier	this	year.
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BOOks

DOUg	DOrSt	 Alive in Necropolis,	fiction

L.b.	greeN	 Night Garden: Poems, poetry

DON	hANNAh	 Ragged Islands, fiction

NAM	Le	 The Boat, fiction

ShiN	YU	PAi	 Haiku Not Bombs, poetry

breNDA	ShAUghNeSSY	 Human Dark with Sugar, poetry

NiNA	SiegAL	 A Little Trouble with the Facts, fiction

JOY	tAMASkO	 Unfold Me, drama

CrAig	teiCher	 “Brenda Is in the Room” and  
 Other Poems, poetry

JOAN	WiCkerShAM	 The Suicide Index, nonfiction

biLL	ZAvAtSkY	 Selections by Bill Zavatsky, poetry

MusIC

ADrieNNe	JONeS	 Mad Agnes’ Magic Hour, cD

ALekSei	SteveNS	 Selections by Aleksei Stevens, cD

FILMs/VIDeOs

briAN	keLLMAN	 A Farm for the Arts,	film

FritZ	Wetherbee	 5 Wetherbee Film Reels,	film

VIsuAL	ARt

iSAbeL	bigeLOW,	LUiS	CAStrO	 Landlines Memory Box, game

FerN	SeiDeN	 Memory Is, print

kAte	JAveNS	 Kate Javens: American Beasts, book

tOM	JUDD	 Untitled, painting

MArtiN	krUCk	 Einheitn on Your Toes, print

greg	MUrr	 Sublimation, print

LiNDA	PLOtkiN	 Morning Light, print

new and notable
we	gratefully	accept	donations	of	Fellows’	artwork,	books,	music,	films/videos,	photographs,	and	other	work	for	the	colony’s	Savidge	
library	collection.	Below	is	a	selection	of	some	recently	donated	works	that	were	created	in	whole	or	in	part	at	the	colony.

Musical notations
on	September	6th	in	new	york,	the	american	Music	center	presented	its	letter	
of	Distinction	award	to	composer	Joan	tower	at	the	Kaufman	center’s	Merkin	
concert	hall.	awarded	annually	since	1965,	the	honor	—	which	recognizes	both	
individuals	and	organizations	that	have	contributed	significantly	to	the	field	of	
contemporary	american	music	—	was	given	to	Tower	during	a	concert	celebra-
ting	her	70th	birthday.	Titled	“a	Singular	Voice:	Joan	Tower	celebrates	70,”	the	
event	featured	world	premieres	by	Tower	and	a	special	program	of	her	chamber	
and	instrumental	works.	

In	June,	another	MacDowell	composer	celebrated	his	70th	birthday:	Charles	
Wuorinen.	wuorinen	has	accepted	an	invitation	to	compose	an	opera	based	on	
annie	Proulx’s	renowned	short	story	“Brokeback	Mountain”	for	the	new	york	city	
opera.	“ever	since	I	encountered	annie	Proulx’s	extraordinary	story,	I	have	
wanted	to	make	an	opera	based	on	it,”	wuorinen	reports.	“It	gives	me	great	joy	
that	new	york	city	opera	has	given	me	the	opportunity	to	do	so.”		

a	musical	festival	conceived	by	The	new	york	Philharmonic	and	carnegie	hall	
marked	what	would	have	been	Leonard	Bernstein’s	90th	birthday	with	concerts	
and	performances	of	his	work	from	September	to	november.	also	intended	to	
honor	the	50th	anniversary	of	Bernstein’s	appointment	as	music	director	of	the	
Philharmonic,	“Bernstein:	The	Best	of	all	Possible	worlds”	featured	a	September	
24th	carnegie	hall	performance	of	Bernstein	selections	by	the	San	Francisco	
Symphony	conducted	by	Michael	tilson	thomas.	

MacDowell	composer	Daniel	Asia	has	been	commissioned	by	the	Barlow	
endowment	for	Music	to	write	a	substantive	work	for	The	czech	nonet	—	one	of	
the	longest	continuously	performing	chamber	ensembles	in	the	world.	asia	will	
be	only	the	third	american	to	write	for	the	nonet,	which	has	performed	more	
than	300	commissioned	works	in	its	84-year	history.	his	commission	will	be	
performed	by	the	ensemble	during	its	tour	of	north	america	in	the	spring	of	2011.

collective Prose
In	May,	the	University	of	Iowa	
Press	released	a	new	anthology	
featuring	personal	essays	and	
poems	about	the	powerful	impact	
of	mentorship	in	the	lives	of	
female	poets. co-edited	by	
Arielle	Greenberg,	Women Poets 
on Mentorship: Efforts & Affections	
includes	writing	by	MacDowell	
Fellows	toi	Derricotte,	Denise	
Duhamel,	Beth	Ann	Fennelly,	
Marilyn	hacker,	Fanny	howe,	Joy	
katz,	katy	Lederer,	Aimee	
Nezhukumatathil,	Molly	
Peacock,	and	Rebecca	Wolf.

Reportage	by	MacDowell	Fellows	
Jay	kirk,	Jeff	sharlet,	and	Wells	
tower	was	selected	for	inclusion	
in	Submersion Journalism: 
Reporting in the Radical First 
Person from Harper’s Magazine,	
which	was	released	by	The	new	
Press	in	September.	Described	
as	“a	proclamation	in	favor	of	
truth-telling	instead	of	managed	
‘news’	and	PR	spin,”	the	book	
features	15	investigative	news	
articles	that	were	previously	
published	in	Harper’s Magazine.

Top right:	Poet	katy lederer	
in	Mansfield	Studio	in	2007.	
Bottom: Writer	wells tower	
in	Sorosis	Studio.

Composer	Joan tower	
receives	her	Letter	of	
Distinction	Award	from	the	
American	Music	Center.

writers Get whitinGs
two	MacDowell	writers,	poet	Rick Hilles	and	fiction	writer Lysley Tenorio,	were	among	

the	10	writers	named	as	2008	Whiting	Award	recipients	on	October	29th.	Given	to	writers	

of	“exceptional	talent	and	promise	early	in	their	career,”	the	Whitings	—	which	have	

been	handed	out	annually	since	1985	—	offer	a	cash	prize	of	$50,000	to	each	recipient.	

Candidates	for	the	awards	are	nominated	by	roughly	100	professionals	in	the	various	

fields	of	literature,	including	poetry,	nonfiction	writing,	fiction	writing,	and	playwriting.	

Winners	are	selected	by	a	small	committee	of	anonymous	writers,	literary	scholars,	and	

editors.	hilles	had	a	residency	at	MacDowell	in	1999.	tenorio	departed	from	his	third	

residency	at	MacDowell	in	september.
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Artist Awards, Grants, and Fellowships
Natalia almada Sundance Documentary Edit and Story Lab Fellowship, 
 El General

michael almereyda Sundance Institute/Alfred P. Sloan Foundation   
 Commissioning Grant, The Stanley Milgram Project

craig arNold United States/Japan Creative Artists Fellowship

KatheriNe arNoldi Fulbright Fellowship

heleN BaroliNi Acerbi Literary Prize, Voyage Between Italy and America

elizaBeth BrowN United States/Japan Creative Artists Fellowship

Sheila callaghaN MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, Roadkill Confidential

Patricia chao United States/Japan Creative Artists Fellowship

BriaN curreNt United States/Japan Creative Artists Fellowship

corey dargel MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, 
 Thirteen Near-Death Experiences

liSa d’amour MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, Terrible Things

Peter edluNd Adolph Gottlieb Foundation Grant

riNNe groff Manhattan Theatre Club/Alfred P. Sloan Foundation 
 Commissioning Grant, Saved

doN haNNah Canada Council for the Arts Grant  
 Thomas Head Raddall Atlantic Fiction Prize,  
 Ragged Islands 

cyNthia hoPKiNS  MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, The Success of 
Failure (or, The Failure of Success)

daN hurliN MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, Disfarmer

fraNceS hwaNg PEN Beyond Margins Award, Transparency

michelle Jaffe Independent Artists Initiative Award ~ Queens  
 Council on the Arts

SuJi KwocK Kim United States/Japan Creative Artists Fellowship

michelle KoNg United States/Japan Creative Artists Fellowship

Nam le “5 Under 35” Honoree ~ The National Book Foundation,  
 The Boat

KaKyouNg lee Space Program Grant   

youNg JeaN lee Performing Arts Residency Award ~ Wexner  
 Center for the Arts, The Shipment

Sally oSwald MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, Disfarmer

claudia raNKiNe MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, Bronx Bus Tour Play

octavio SoliS MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, Ghosts of the River

whitiNg teNNiS Arlene Schnitzer Prize ~ Portland Art Museum

chiNary uNg MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, SPIRAL XII: Space 
 Between Heaven and Earth

fraNK weBSter Space Program Grant

mariaNNe weemS MAP Fund Grant ~ Creative Capital, Continuous City

Theatrical unions
a	collaborative	project	featuring	37	
female	playwrights	who	will	each	
adapt	one	of	Shakespeare’s	plays	is	
being	planned	by	playwright	and	prose	
writer	Maria	Dahvana	headley.	The	
Upstart	crow	Project	aims	to	take	all	
of	Shakespeare’s	plays	and,	according	
to	headley,	“put	them	in	the	hands	of	a	
wide-ranging	collective	of	america’s	
female	dramatists.	The	result	will	be	a	
complete	cycle	of	contemporary	plays	
inspired	by	Shakespeare	and	a	
national	event	showcasing	this	work.”	
headley,	who	is	currently	raising	funds	
for	the	project,	has	selected	the	
participating	playwrights,	who	will	
each	receive	a	$10,000	commission.	In	
addition	to	headley,	a	total	of	11	
MacDowell	Fellows	will	be	involved	in	
the	project:	Brooke	Berman,	sheila	
Callaghan,	eisa	Davis,	Madeline	
George,	Melissa	James	Gibson,	Rinne	
Groff,	karen	hartman,	Jessica	
hagedorn,	Julia	Jordan,	Anne	
Washburn,	and	Lauren	Weedman.

also	joining	forces	are	interdisciplin-
ary	artist	Lenora	Champagne	and	
filmmakers	shaun	Irons	and	Lauren	
Petty.	The	trio	collaborated	on	
champagne’s	recent	project,	TRACES/
fades,	an	intergenerational	perfor-
mance	piece	described	as	“a	medita-
tion	on	alzheimer’s	and	our	national	
inability	to	remember	history.”	written	
and	conceived	by	champagne	and	
featuring	visual	projections	by	Irons	
and	Petty,	TRACES/fades	was	present-
ed	by	Solo	Think	Tank’s	Ice	Factory	at	
new	york’s	ohio	Theatre	in	July.

o’nan on Page  
and screen
In	october,	lonely	Road	Books	
released	a	specially	bound	limited	
edition	of	stewart	O’Nan’s	unproduced	
screenplay	titled	Poe.	Presenting	a	
unique	perspective	on	the	life	and	work	
of	edgar	allan	Poe,	the	screenplay	was	
begun	during	o’nan’s	residency	at	
MacDowell	in	1995.	In	a	July,	2008	
interview	with	the	Farmington Post,	
o’nan	recounted	the	script’s	origin:	“I	
happened	to	finish	a	novel	earlier	than	

I’d	planned	and	had	two	
weeks	left	at	The	MacDowell	
colony,	where	I	was	working	
in	a	little	stone	hut	in	the	
woods.	I	had	Poe’s	letters	
with	me	.	.	.		so	I’d	get	a	fire	
going	in	the	grate	and	crank	
Beethoven	and	go	back	to	
the	19th	century	for	a	while.”	
Pre-orders	for	Poe	sold	out	
within	a	week	of	being	
announced.

Snow Angels,	a	film	adaptation	of	
o’nan’s	first	novel	(of	the	same	name),	
was	released	in	theaters	in	March	by	
warner	Independent	Pictures.	Directed	
and	written	by	acclaimed	indie	film-
maker	David	gordon	green	and	starring	
Kate	Beckinsale	and	Sam	Rockwell,	the	
film	—	which	had	its	world	premiere	at	
the	Sundance	Film	Festival	in	January	
of	2007	—	was	made	available	on	DVD	
on	September	16th.

o’nan,	who	collaborated	with	best-
selling	author	Stephen	King	in	2004	on	
the	nonfiction	book	Faithful	(which	
follows	the	Boston	Red	Sox’s	trium-
phant	season	that	year),	has	authored	
12	novels,	his	latest	being	Songs for the 
Missing,	which	was	published	by	Viking	
in	october.

QuOtABLe					“It would be difficult to overestimate 
the rejuvenating effect of my time at MacDowell. The 
opportunity to focus on my work away from the distrac-
tions of home, in the peace and beauty of the Colony, 
was a gift of deep immersion into my own practice as 
a painter. It has helped me to relocate my center and 
distill ideas in an essential way, which led to the navi-
gation of unchartered investigations.”

—Visual artist Lisa Hamilton, talking about the impact of her 2008 residency in 
Shop Studio.

framinG “the chanGe”
Left: stills	from Joanna Priestley’s	animated	short	film	

Streetcar Named Perspire.	the	film,	which	explores	the	

ups	and	downs	of	menopause,	has	been	screened	at	

numerous	festivals	around	the	world,	including	the	

London	International	Animation	Festival,	the	Northwest	

Film	and	Video	Festival	(usA),	the	Melbourne	

International	Animation	Festival	(Australia),	and	the	Black	

Maria	Film	Festival	(usA),	where	it	won	a	Director’s	

Choice	Award.	Priestley,	a	six-time	MacDowell	Fellow,	

worked	on	the	film	at	the	Colony	in	2005.
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Alexander the great
with its steep granite walls, vast workspace, and natural light, Alexander studio has been providing inspiration 
for its artistic occupants since it was completed — after six years of construction — in 1922. funded by the 
Alexander family in memory of painter and one-time colony Director John w. Alexander, the studio was  
modeled after the chapel of st. Joseph in saas-fee, switzerland, a 17th-century building admired by both 
edward and Marian MacDowell. Alexander’s broad stone archways, carved oak front door, full-height windows, 
and flagstone floors enable artists to create installations and sculptures in direct response to, and sited specifically 
in, its environment. 

not long after arriving in Alexander in november of 2007, Christian Maychack decided to create a sculpture of 
faux stone “growing” from the studio’s stone walls. “looking over at the space near the fireplace where i would sit 
and read,” Maychack explains, “i kept thinking about the studio’s stone wall expanding and growing, coming up 
against the chairs and table and enveloping them. The wall created a new random and emergent structure, making 
the furniture unusable and, in effect, displacing me.”

in March and April of 2008, visual artist Ruth Boerefijn made ample use of Alexander’s cavernous accommoda-
tions while creating two site-specific works based on the light in and around the studio and the sounds and sights 
she absorbed during her daily walks in the woods nearby. “White Light and Icicles Sparkle came from my experience 
of working in Alexander studio, responding to its historic structure and story, feeling the spirit of all the artists who 
had come before, and walking through the birch trees and listening to the sounds of the forest in the snow,” she says. 
“when i first walked in and saw the 19-foot ceilings and light filtering in through windows on both sides, i knew that 
anything would be possible.”

A month or so later, Kathryn Kenworth populated Alexander with her studio installation Uproot, which consisted 
of a forest of trees fabricated from cardboard. “i responded directly to the particular environment at MacDowell to 
create a very specific piece,” she explains. in late May, kenworth and fellow artist-in-residence and writer Sam Swope 
decided to share their work with a third-grade class from Peterborough elementary school. kenworth invited the 
class to visit her in Alexander, where they sat amidst her whimsical woodland while listening to swope read from his 
children’s book series, The Adventures of Benjamin Judge. 

Above, top:	ruth Boerefijn 
amidst	her	installation	White 
Light.	Bottom: boerefijn’s	
piece	reflects	the	light	in	and	
around	the	studio.

Right: christian maychack	
creates	a	sculpture	inspired	
by	the	studio’s	interior.

Right:	kathryn kenworth	
crafts	her	site-specific	
installation	Uproot.

a Gift to macdowell
“It was living a fairy tale for the wondering few. I met astounding people who gave me succor, encouragement, and labor when I needed it. MacDowell is such a gift! 

—Pat	Oleszko,	interdisciplinary	artist

oUR	eVeRyDay	woRlD	IS	enRIcheD	by	the	gifts	that	artists	provide.	The	
MacDowell	colony	strives	to	repay	those	gifts	by	ensuring	that	artists	of	all	
disciplines	have	ample	time,	space,	and	freedom	to	keep	applying	and	contrib-
uting	their	talents.	For	101	years,	the	colony	has	been	a	place	where	artists	can	
work	in	peace	in	a	dynamic	and	supportive	community	of	their	peers;	now	more	
than	6,300	have	received	this	increasingly	rare	gift.	These	artists	—	including	
Osvaldo	Golijov,	James	Lapine,	and	Faith	Ringgold	—	continue	to	build	an	
enduring	legacy	of	works	that	touch	lives	around	the	world.

By	making	a	gift	to	MacDowell,	you	can	help	give	back	to	more	than	250	
exceptionally	talented	artists	who	will	be	awarded	Fellowships	in	2009,	enabling	
them	to	work	at	the	colony	for	periods	of	up	to	two	months.	enclosed	in	this	
newsletter	is	an	envelope	for	a	contribution	to	MacDowell’s	annual	appeal.	you	
may	also	visit	our	web	site	at	www.macdowellcolony.org	to	make	a	secure	
donation	online,	or	contact	John	Martin,	development	associate,	at	jmartin@
macdowellcolony.org	or	212-535-9690	for	further	information.	your	generosity	
helps	ensure	creative	support	for	generations	of	artists	to	come.
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Adrienne	Jones
Adrienne Jones uses an interesting term to describe 
her music: not problem-solving, but trouble-solving. 
“trouble is what you actually go through,” she 
explains. “our music is about helping people be 
present with their dilemmas.”

by “our,” Jones means her group, Mad Agnes, a 
trio that includes fellow musicians and songwriters 
Margo hennebach and Mark saunders. The group, 
which some have called “genre-bending,” is not easy 
to pigeonhole, which is just fine by the players. Part 
folk, part spiritual, part irish dancing hall, the tones 
of Mad Agnes may not have a single quality, but the 
goal of the music is shared by all of its members. 

“i think the main ill of our world is distraction,” 
says hennebach, prompting her fellow musicians to 
nod their heads. “People are starving for commu- 
nity, and we want our music to create community.” 
Jones seconds that, going on to talk about how, at 
concerts, people approach their music as though they 
were in a church. There are no cell phones, conver-
sation ceases, and people are “forced” to simply sit 
with themselves and the work. what’s remarkable to 
the group is how few things these days provoke that 
stillness, that silence, and by some strange alchemy, 
result in a version of community that feels both rare 
and essential. for Mad Agnes, art — so often derid-
ed as “useless”  — does, in fact, offer the antidote to 
our modern habit of isolationism, our avoidance of 
introspection. An avoidance that can be regarded as 
dangerous for how it dilutes consciousness and com-
passion. “what happens to people at our shows is 
that they have to face themselves. we are in a world 
full of people not facing themselves,” says Jones.

 “i used to volunteer at oncology wards,” 
hennebach recounts, “and there’s really nothing you 
can do but be present for these people, these kids’ 
suffering. it’s often [the idea of] death that provides 
that [presence].”

Mad Agnes wants to provide moments of presence 
long before that final and collective moment comes 
for each of us. to that end, the group is forever con-
fronting itself, too, honing its music, demanding that 
it do more than move people. That it be “troubling” 
enough to include them.

—Mad Agnes has been playing throughout the United States 
since 2001 and now tours annually in England and beyond. Visit 
the group online at www.madagnes.com. 

theatre

kermit	Frazier	and	Benjamin	Musgrave
every now and again, it happens that fellows at MacDowell overlap in artistic pursuits at different 
times. such was the case with playwrights kermit frazier and benjamin Musgrave who, this year, 
retreated into studios to respectively grapple with the states of African-American and european men. 
in frazier’s case, his play Firepower charts the return of two brothers as they make a pilgrimage to 
their father’s house after years of separation in order to confront and reimagine a definition for black 
manhood. Musgrave’s play The Surprise Party follows a husband who, on the day of his surprise party, 
is summoned back home by his wife under false pretenses: she tells him the house has been burglarized, 
prompting a chain of events that explores what it means to be a man in an age of terrorism but also in 
an age of comfort and insularity.

for frazier, the topicality of his subject stemmed mostly from an absence of precedent. “There really 
are no 3-D black men in theatre today,” he says. Musgrave had the opposite problem: “i think british 
theatre — going as far back as shakespeare — has a huge preoccupation with male behavior.” The dif-
ference now being that european male behavior has a harder time relying on past tropes, such as war. in 
both plays, the characters struggle with a simple/not-so-simple question: what, in fact, is a man? 

for some time, frazier has been interested in the problematic way African-Americans have embraced, 
or reluctantly embraced, a version of manhood defined by white America. “white heroism is about indi-
viduality,” he says, “which pushes black men away from their community.” frazier says it is community 
and a sense of shared history that is vital for black men, and the shame that some black men may feel 
in bonding collectively — whether it’s because it opposes that heroic model or because it may seem gay 
— is the unspoken affliction plaguing African-American masculinity. “honestly, i think we need to do 
what women do, which is figure out how to relate to something larger.”

in a deft way, Firepower sets up this situation by removing the common (mis)conceptions of male 
purpose. each character is facing something that seems to call into question stereotypical maleness. 
The older brother, a former football star, has come home broke, his talent not enough to take him to 
the next level. his younger brother must decide whether to divulge his homosexuality or keep his lover 
undiscovered in their hotel room. And the patriarch, engaged to be married to a woman his eldest son’s 
age, faces the improbability of being able to give her a child. with the male pretensions of all three now 
unreliable, this trio must go deeper to discover what makes them relevant as men.  

how heroism confounds modern men is a motif running through Musgrave’s play, as well. Though 
it comes from a different direction. believing he already belongs to a privileged majority, the husband 
in Musgrave’s play must suddenly question whether such a lofty position revokes his membership as 
a man. racing home to find that the burglary was an excuse to ensure his attendance at the party, the 
husband is nonetheless aware that his wife was testing him and his ability to defend their home. unable 
to shake the analysis that her ruse put into motion, the couple is beset by doubts on the man’s ability 
“to be a man,” leading the husband to take action by enrolling in a self-defense course.

The play, which arose in part out of Musgrave’s own enrollment in a self-defense course for men, 
explores the indecision that accompanies whether a man must be willing to be violent to prove his 
status. And if violence is the only or ultimate measurement of it. “i’m skeptical of the lazy assump-
tion that our gentility is only a thin membrane holding back an inherent violence,” Musgrave says. 
conversely, his experience on the mats revealed to him an untapped “ferocity” he was surprisingly 
reassured by. 

inside that tension, and therefore inside his own play, Musgrave wants to make sense of the “explicit, 
the unspoken, the self-imposed, and the externally-imposed roles men are expected to play.” because 
what is perhaps most curious to Musgrave was how, unlike a defense class for women, the all-male  
version suggested another layer beneath its instructional one. More than any external threat, what the 
men were wrestling with seemed highly internal: a primal definition of themselves.

for both frazier and Musgrave, this wrestling may provide the answers to the dilemmas they see  
modern men facing. because men rarely seem to put themselves in another’s shoes — because they  
rarely value empathy as a strength — they are forever loyal to either privilege (à la Musgrave) or percep-
tion (à la frazier), both prisons that keep elusive, and weaken, any answer about who a man might be.

—Kermit Frazier has been a playwright and television writer for more than 25 years. His produced plays include Smoldering	
Fires,	little	Rock,	legacies,	Kernel	of	Sanity,	an	american	Journey,	Dinah	washington	Is	Dead,	and Shadows	and	
echoes. He was the head writer of the popular children’s television series ghostwriter. He currently teaches creative writing 
at Adelphi University in Garden City, NY. Ben Musgrave grew up in the UK, Bangladesh, and India. His play, Pretend	you	have	
Big	Buildings, was the winner of the inaugural Bruntwood Playwriting Competition and premiered at the Royal Exchange 
Theatre, Manchester (UK), in July, 2007. It is published by Nick Hern Books. He is under commission to the Royal National 
Theatre and Y Touring Theatre.
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adrienne Jones	(center)	with	
bandmates	Margo	hennebach		
and	Mark	Saunders.
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Jean Burden_Poet	and	writer	Jean	Burden	died	on	april	
21,	2008,	in	altadena,	california.	her	poetry	and	essays	
appeared	in	numerous	journals	and	anthologies,	including	
The Atlantic,	The Virginia Quarterly Review, Prairie Schooner,	
and	The Southern Review.	a	former	poetry	editor	for	Yankee 
Magazine,	she	was	also	the	author	of	six	best-selling	books	
on	animal	welfare	and	the	pet	editor	at	Women’s Day	for	
nine	years.	a	three-time	MacDowell	Fellow,	she	taught	
poetry	frequently	at	such	places	as	Pasadena	city	college,	
the	University	of	california	at	Irvine,	and	california	State	University	in	los	
angeles,	where	the	Jean	Burden	Poetry	Series	was	established	in	her	honor	
in	1986.	She	was	93.

Paul Byard_architect	Paul	Byard	died	in	Brooklyn	on	
July	15,	2008,	at	the	age	of	68.	Known	for	his	preservation-
minded,	modernist	approach	to	architecture,	he	was	a	
partner	in	the	new	york	firm	Platt	Byard	Dovell	white	
architects,	as	well	as	the	director	of	the	historic	preserva-
tion	program	at	columbia	University.	he	was	a	pivotal	
figure	in	the	renovation	of	such	new	york	landmarks	as	
carnegie	hall,	the	cooper	Union	Foundation	building,	and	
the	new	york	historical	Society	building.	he	served	as	

president	of	the	new	york	architectural	league	for	five	years,	and	was	a	member	
of	the	board	of	the	new	york	landmarks	conservancy.	he	was	also	a	member	of	
MacDowell’s	board,	on	which	he	had	served	since	2001.	In	addition,	he	served	in	
an	advisory	capacity	on	colony	projects	related	to	architecture,	the	most	recent	
being	the	Savidge	library	design	committee.	he	had	a	residency	in	MacDowell’s	
watson	Studio	in	1998.

Dale Chisman_Visual	artist	Dale	Chisman	died	on	
august	29,	2008,	in	Denver,	colorado.	he	was	65.	an	
abstract	expressionist	painter,	he	spent	nearly	two	decades	
in	new	york,	where	his	work	was	exhibited	at	such	venues	
as	the	Brooklyn	Museum,	the	Bertha	Schaefer	gallery,	and	
the	once	gallery.	he	was	the	recipient	of	grants	from	the	
colorado	council	on	the	arts	and	humanities	and	the	
adolph	&	esther	gottlieb	Foundation,	and	was	honored	with	
the	aFKey	award	from	the	Denver	art	Museum.	his	work	

can	be	found	in	many	public	and	private	collections,	including	new	york’s	chase	
Manhattan	Bank	and	chemical	Bank,	the	Kirkland	Museum	in	Denver,	and	the	
national	Museum	of	art	in	washington,	D.c.	Featured	in	such	publications	as	Art 
and Architecture,	The New York Times,	and	The Christian Science Monitor,	he	was	
an	artist-in-residence	at	MacDowell	in	1975.

George Deem_Painter	George	Deem	died	in	Manhattan	on	august	11,	2008.	
an	avid	admirer	of	artistic	masters	such	as	caravaggio,	homer,	Matisse,	
Picasso,	and	Vermeer,	he	was	known	for	his	meticulous	re-creations	of	their	
works,	which	featured	deliberate	and	cunning	alterations.	The	author	of	the	
books	How to Paint a Vermeer: A Painter’s History of Art	(2004)	and	Art School	
(1993),	he	had	two	residencies	at	MacDowell	—	one	in	1977,	the	other	in	1979.	In	
January	of	2009,	his	life	as	a	painter	will	be	celebrated	with	memorial	exhibi-
tions	at	new	york’s	Pavel	Zoubok	gallery	and	allan	Stone	gallery.	he	was	75.

Rodney Jack_Poet	Rodney	Jack	died	on	august	6,	2008.	he	was	43.	his	
poems	have	appeared	in	numerous	publications,	including	Agni,	Blackbird, 
Ploughshares,	and	Prairie Schooner,	among	others.	he	was	a	Peter	Mayer	
scholar	at	the	Sewanee	writer’s	conference	and	a	scholar	at	the	Bread	loaf	
writer’s	conference,	as	well	as	the	recipient	of	a	writer’s	grant	from	Pen	
american	center	and	the	eunice	Tietjens	Memorial	Prize	from	Poetry magazine.	
his	first	book	manuscript,	Machine of Love & Grace,	was	a	finalist	for	the	walt	
whitman	award	in	2004.	he	had	a	residency	in	heyward	Studio	in	2003.

Nuala O’Faolain_noted	Irish	writer	Nuala	O’Faolain	died	on	
May	9,	2008,	in	Dublin,	Ireland,	at	the	age	of	68.	after	earning	degrees	
from	University	college	Dublin,	the	University	of	hull,	and	oxford	
University,	she	had	a	successful	career	as	a	television	producer	for	
the	BBc	and	Radio	Telifis	eirann,	Ireland’s	national	broadcasting	
station,	before	becoming	a	well-known	opinion	columnist	for	The Irish 
Times.	She	wrote	five	books,	three	of	which	were	New York Times	
best-sellers:	Are You Somebody? The Accidental Memoir of a Dublin 
Woman;	her	acclaimed	first	novel	My Dream of You (2002);	and	her	
second	memoir,	Almost There: The Onward Journey of a Dublin Woman	
(2003).	The Story of Chicago May,	a	fictionalized	account	of	a	real-life	
Irish	gangster,	was	released	in	2006,	and	Best Love Rosie	—	the	first	
draft	of	which	she	finished	during	her	2007	residency	at	MacDowell	—	was	
published	posthumously	in	French	in	September.	her	memoir	Are You Somebody?	
is	currently	being	adapted	as	a	one-woman	show	by	oscar-nominated	actress	
Mary	McDonnell.	
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howardena	Pindell
Painter and mixed-media artist howardena Pindell has 
a gift for channeling personal experiences and emotions 
and using them as fuel for her artistic creations. since 
first being shown in a major exhibition in 1972, her 
powerful and diverse works — which run the gamut 
from three-dimensional collages, to abstract paintings, 
to “video drawings” — have tackled social ills such as 
racism, bigotry, civil unrest, and violence. investigating 
topics of this magnitude, however, was not always  
her intent. 

According to Pindell, her drive to take on such  
contentious issues has its roots in the experiences she 
had going to school during the tumultuous political 
period of the 1960s. coming of age during this era of 
activism had a definitive impact on her outlook and 
the political sensibilities that infuse her work. “i was 
involved in women’s rights,” she says, “and that helped 
me begin to find my voice.”

After graduating from Yale in 1967, she worked as 
a curatorial assistant at the Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA) in new York while striving to establish herself 
as an artist. As her career began to blossom, she became 
disenchanted with the art world, repeatedly coming face 
to face with the racism and bigotry that was an inherent 
part of it. “i became angry,” she says, “and realized that 
working in the corporate art structure wasn’t for me.” 
she left MoMA in 1979 to join the faculty of stony 
brook university, where she still teaches as a professor of 
drawing and painting.

frustrated by the societal limitations she experienced 
as an African-American female artist, Pindell recognized 
that her artwork was an ideal conduit for her beliefs, as 
well as a potent, and effective, way to ensure that her  
voice was heard. “i realized that if i had something  
to say, i had better say it,” explains Pindell, who has 
become a vociferous advocate for social diversity and 
equality in the art world and the world at large. since 
the 1970s, she has researched and recorded extensive 
data about the number of artists of color who are selec-
ted to exhibit in museums and galleries, and the type 
of work those artists do, which, she says, often depicts 
negative images of African-Americans.

As passionate about social justice as ever, she continues 
to use her art as a means to challenge the norms and 
standards of the very society she inhabits. During her 
June/July 2008 residency in Adams studio, Pindell  
worked on large-scale paintings about famine in the 
sudan, and the history of slavery in new York. it is 
precisely her expert command and use of the dual  
perspective she possesses as both an insider and an 
outsider that infuses her work with a unique — and 
powerful — sensibility. 

—Howardena Pindell’s work will be shown in 2009 at the Sandler- 
Hudson Gallery in Atlanta and the Seattle Art Museum in Washing- 
ton. In November, she received the 2008 artist award from the 
Wadsworth Atheneum Museum in Hartford, Connecticut. Other 
honors include a Guggenheim fellowship, two National Endowment 
for the Arts grants, and a Joan Mitchell Grant. Her work is featured 
in many collections, including the Metropolitan Museum of Art, The 
Museum of Modern Art, The Whitney Museum of American Art, The 
Yale Art Museum, The Fogg Art Museum at Harvard University, and 
The Rhode Island School of Art Museum. 
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 the thrill of MacDowell’s centennial Medal Day celebration still lingered as one of 
architecture’s most intriguing figures took the August stage. Thom Mayne, only the second architect to be awarded the edward 
MacDowell Medal (following i.M. Pei), impressed those assembled with his magnetic combination of modesty and a passion  
for the field in which he has been an innovator for more than 40 years. remarks and witticisms by Pulitzer Prize-winning  
architecture critic robert campbell preceded the awarding of the Medal by chairman robert Macneil, after which Mayne 
spoke at length about the vital relevance of architecture and the challenges and responsibilities it faces in our resource-strapped 
world. we invite you to read campbell’s and Mayne’s warm and thought-provoking speeches in the pages that follow.

like the open studio portion of Medal Day, in which artists invite members of the public into their creative processes, these 
pages also take a further look inside architecture at MacDowell. since 1990, the discipline of architecture has been steadily 
growing at the colony. This year  
alone MacDowell welcomed eight 
architects. Their work is diverse  
and their talents abundant, the  
common element among them  
being MacDowell’s gift of time and 
space to fulfill the promise of both.     

A  M e d A L  f o R

i’ve reAcheD An Age when my glasses are 
never at exactly the right distance from the surface that 
i’m reading from, so i’ll do the best i can. i just want to 
throw out one comment. first of all, i’m not going to 
cancel Thom with hyperbole . . . hyperbole is not the role 
of critics; we do it the other way around. i love carter 
wiseman’s comment about how the artists here go to 
work, and i was reminded of something i read recently 
that the artist chuck close who, for all i know, might 
have been here, probably was . . . he said, “inspiration 
is for dilettantes; the artist just shows up for work.” 

i want to say a word about the jurors. what happened 
was that carter wiseman called me up and said, “we’re 
gonna give the Medal to an architect this year and 
you’re chairman of the jury. Pick your jurors.” i chose 
billy tsien, bill rawn, fred clarke — who’s here today, 
who’s a member of the board here — and calvin tsao. 
And i just want to thank the four of them for making 
everything very easy.

This will be a very informal talk. Thom said to me 
earlier that he was only going to riff off anything i said, 
and i said, “no, you are expected to deliver a significant 

RobeRT CAMPbeLL

the	2008	MacDowell	Medalist	
thom	Mayne	onstage	and	
receiving	his	award	from	
Chairman	robert	MacNeil.
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address.” And i notice he’s been writing rapid notes at 
the bottom… but i will try to define him. 

his firm is called Morphosis. sounds like an evil genius 
in a bad hollywood movie, i guess. My dictionary defines 
it this way: “Morphosis: the sequence or manner of  
development or change in an organism or any of its parts.” 
That was a very early and brilliant self-definition by this 
architect. Thom believes in a world that is ever changing, 
a world that is always uncertain, a world that is always 
open to questions and experiments. And he has a mission 
statement for Morphosis, which i also love because it’s so 
uncompromising: “we will hold to that which is difficult, 
because it is difficult, and by its difficulty is worthwhile.”

As Thom knows very well, his buildings are not always 
as humane and lovable as i would like them to be. but 
they are always brimming with energy and ideas, with 
invention, and daring, and challenge. Thom is unwilling 
to please us — and more important, unwilling to please 
himself — by appealing to sentimentality, by coddling 
us with what we already know we like. his firm today 
employs about 60 with offices in new York and in los 
Angeles. The work is international. The firm has been 
the subject of a solo exhibition at the centre Pompidou 
in 2006, and many other venues. 

what i find amusing is that prizes like the MacDowell 
Medal are not what Thom Mayne set out to achieve. he 
was also a winner in 2005 of the Pritzker Prize, which for 
architects is the equivalent of a nobel Prize. Thom is the 
only American in the last 17 years to win the Pritzker Prize. 
winning these honors for him defines a paradox, which is 
that if you challenge the establishment long enough from 
the outside sooner or later you are surprised to discover that 
you’ve been made a member of that very establishment 
while you weren’t looking. Thom spoke of the psychological 
difficulty of “becoming establishment when you’ve thought 
of yourself as a rule breaker all your life.”

Thom was born here in new england (if you consider 
connecticut to be a part of new england); moved to 
gary, indiana, when he was an infant, where his parents 
divorced; and at 10 moved with his mother to a site near 
whittier, california. his family was quite poor, and i 
again want to quote something he said: “My mother was 
completely cultured. i grew up on classical music and 
representations of great art. i grew up as a city kid in 
the suburbs. My first day of school, my bike and jacket 
were taken and i was beaten up. The aesthetic stuff was 

definitely not what boys did. As a result, i became kind 
of a loner, and aloof.” i guess they didn’t know, the kids 
in those days, how big he was gonna grow to be.

he studied architecture at usc, then taught it at 
Pomona, and teaches now at uclA. After he and six 
colleagues were fired from Pomona, they took 40 of their 
students and started a new school. The southern california 
institute of Architecture — sci-Arc — is still flourishing 
today and is still regarded as a hotbed of innovation. Thom 
started his own firm, Morphosis, in 1972. he later took a 
year off and got a master’s degree at harvard, thus giving 
him a legitimacy that you will all recognize.

Architects flourish in old age. My lawyer friends all 
quit at 60 and retire to Maine and start to build boats. 
Thom, who turned 64 this year, is only beginning his 
real career. until well into his 50s, he was regarded as an 
enfant terrible. This could only happen in architecture. 
i.M. Pei — the last architect, and the only other archi-
tect who has won the MacDowell Medal — turned 91 
this year in March, and is still producing amazing  
buildings. And i will just say a word or two about Pei. 
This year we’ll see the opening of his new museum of 

islamic arts in Qatar. This is the global culture, isn’t 
it? An American, born in china, designs a museum of 
Muslim art in Qatar. when he took the job, he studied 
up on Muslim art, and he now says: “The patterns cre-
ated by islam are so beautiful. You just don’t know how 
far we trail behind them.” Thom now is also working all 
over the world, in a world that is changing very rapidly. 
we were talking about this earlier: to be an architect 
today means to be an international practitioner. 

The first Thom Mayne building i saw was an under-
ground cancer treatment center in los Angeles, designed 
by Thom with his then-partner. i don’t know how 
you’d go about choosing a more difficult job to pull off 
successfully as an architect than an underground cancer 
treatment center. but it was stunning; it just blew me 
away. it was the first i’d seen of him, and i’ve never 
forgotten it. it dealt head-on with the inherent cruelty 
of the situation —not pretending everything was okay, 
not frosting over the reality — yet inspiring confidence 
in the commitment and professionalism of the medical 
staff. And that of the architect.

i want to quote one sentence from the Pritzker citation 
statement back in 2005 that i think sums Thom up very 
well: “Thom Mayne is a product of the turbulent 60s who 
has carried that rebellious attitude and fervent desire for 
change into his practice, the fruits of which are only now 
becoming visible in a group of large-scale projects.” That 
was three years ago; now there are many more of those. 

Most recently i saw his new federal building in 
san francisco. i helped select him for this job. i was a 
consultant to the federal government, and i thought to 
myself — You’ve got to forgive me, Thom. Maybe i am 
damning you with hyperbole — i thought to myself, 
this guy has the potential to be a great architect, but 
he can be a little willful. he needs a strong client to 
hold his feet to the fire on practical issues. The federal 
government, in this case, proved to be that client. i’m 
very proud of the result, which includes the fact that the 
building requires no air-conditioning. 

i toured just recently, a few weeks ago, a building of 
his under construction at cooper union — a fantastic 
building, maybe his best yet. And i was struck also by the 
warmth of his relationship with his staff members on-site. 
There was no i/thou; they were colleagues, they were 

ARChIteCtuRe,	AN	ARt	FORM	usuALLY	LIMIteD	BY	stRICt	BuDGets	AND	DeADLINes,	became	something	else	

entirely	for	Yanel de Angel Salas.	During	her	2007	residency,	the	Boston	architect	found	a	sense	of	liberation	in	what	

she	calls	“the	elasticity	of	time.”	

“Without	interruptions	and	daily	chores,	time	expanded	into	a	continuous	and	productive	zone,”	de	Angel	salas	

remarked.	“the	amount	of	work	I	was	able	to	get	done	at	this	early	stage	of	the	process	will	facilitate	further	

explorations.	the	‘white	canvas’	fear	is	gone!	the	experience	has	been	empowering.”

De	Angel	salas	is	the	latest	recipient	of	the	Wilder	Green	Fellowship	in	Architecture.	endowed	by	a	2006	gift	from	the	

Wilder	Green	Art	Fund,	the	Fellowship	provides	a	MacDowell	residency	for	a	different	architect	each	year.	the	gift	was	

made	in	tribute	to	James	Wilder	Green,	an	independent	architect	who	directed	the	American	Federation	of	Arts.	A	

longtime	program	director	at	the	Museum	of	Modern	Art,	Green	served	on	MacDowell’s	board	for	25	years,	often	

advocating	for	the	place	of	architecture	among	the	Colony’s	disciplines	and	the	inclusion	of	architecture	in	the	edward	

MacDowell	Medal	rotation.

“the	Wilder	Green	Fellowship	is	a	valuable	way	to	honor	Wilder’s	lifetime	devotion	to	architecture	and	MacDowell,”	

said	Nancy	Park,	Green’s	niece	and	director	of	the	Wilder	Green	Art	Fund.	“I	hope	that	this	Fellowship	will	both	

enhance	and	help	give	greater	visibility	to	the	Colony’s	support	of	architects.”

to	date,	more	than	50	architects	have	used	the	tranquility	of	the	residency	experience	to	not	only	draft	new	architec-

tural	plans	but	also	to	produce	conceptual	drawings,	monographs,	exhibitions,	and	other	projects	that	expand	the	

field’s	traditional	scope.	For	more	information	on	this	Fellowship	or	others,	please	contact	our	New	York	office.	

thom	Mayne	in	conversation	with	Medal	Day	presentation	speaker,	robert	Campbell.
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develop ideas of what architecture is and isn’t and how it 
makes connections to the world. 

And for my complete life, i’ve been engaged in a 
dialogue with my colleagues — a dialogue in this thing 
we call the world we live in, this reality — that has to 
do with the beginning of the types of first principal 
questions that one discusses in terms of the meaning 
of architecture. it started maybe with some criticism or 
some provocation, because the discussion here — the 
flying saucer, several things that bob mentioned . . . 
well, maybe when i was in my 20s, 30s, maybe even in 
my 40s, i was interested in provocation. And i was very, 
maybe, insistent, on provoking, and insisting, in a very 
willful way, maybe, on the autonomy of architecture, 
and on the autonomy of the individual that is allowed 
the freedom of determining the types of engagements 
in which architecture is allowed to par-ticipate. i’m a 
person that has no interest in architecture in terms of its 
stylistic preferences. i’m interested in how architecture 

thAnk You so Much. bob, you gave me a 
lot to work with. i’m gonna start out kind of parallel  
to what bob was saying, and i have no notes, really. 
i just have a letter i’m going to read that i got from 
Catherine Ingraham, an architectural critic, a teacher, 
a longtime colleague, and a friend of mine that couldn’t 
be here today. she says, “Dear Thom, congratulations 
on receiving the MacDowell Medal. i’m very sorry 
that today i was unable to be there in new hampshire 
for the ceremony. enjoy. when i bring to mind your 
extraordinary architectural work and The MacDowell 
colony, it seems on the surface as if an enormous flying 
saucer has landed in the middle of a grass field meadow.” 
And she goes on to be very complimentary.

when i came out of school and started practicing 
architecture, it was kind of an unusual time. i’m very 
lucky in that i kind of arrived at a very particular time 
in history, when i’ve been allowed to engage in asking 
questions. really, the differences in architecture are the 
type of questions that begin the process of thinking, that 

friends, they were of different ages and different degrees of 
experience who acted to each other as if they were equals. 

one more quote from Thom: “i have a long attention 
span, and when i grab on to something, i stick with it. i 
was named ‘pointer dog’ by my former partners.” he’s 
always been a teacher as well as a practitioner. Thom 
is among those who are leading the world of architec-
ture away from its obsession with the isolated building 
regarded as a kind of work of sculpture, considered as an 
aesthetic object, into a consideration of the whole world 
and the building’s place in it. not just the physical world, 
but the social, economic, and political world, and the cri-
sis of diminishing resources. This is the direction in which 
architecture must move — to think of itself as part of 
making a whole world, and not making a beautiful object.

i want to end with something he said to me when we 
had lunch the other day in new York. he told me about 
an exercise he gives his students. he holds up a plastic 
glass, and says: “The assignment is to redesign the plastic 

glass.” he said when he did that in the past, everybody 
would do something formalist. They would warp the shape, 
they would add pattern or color, they would change the 
material — they would deal with it as an art object. he 
said now, his students ask a different set of questions: 
how many plastic cups are there in the world? how long 
do they last until they are thrown out? where do they end 
up when they are thrown out? how long do they last after 
that? if you compacted all the plastic cups into a single, 
solid cube, what would be the mass of that cube? suppose 
we abandon plastic and go back to glass or ceramic cups 
that we can rewash and reuse? That opens a new ques-
tion, the question of water supply. 

That, to me, is the way we are increasingly going 
to have to think about architecture, by asking those 
questions on relationships between architecture and 
everything else. Those are good questions.

Please join me in welcoming a great questioner,  
Thom Mayne.

Philipp	hoppe	continued	work	
on	his	project	Cubic Cloud,	a	
winning	entry	in	the	mind(21)
factory	International	Ideas	
competition	and	shown	at	
Kunsthaus	graz	in	austria.

Cubic Cloud	conceives	an	
architecture	of	tiny	radio-	
controlled	fog	particles	that	
float	around	to	create	con-
stantly	changing	artificial	
atmospheres,	exploring	space	
as	an	immersive	medium	of	
actual	and	virtual	components.	
The	work	is	documented	in	
part	at	http://cubicloud.org.

Dennis	Maher	continued	a	
project	that	he	has	been	develop-
ing	over	the	past	five	years,	
investigating	relationships	
between	demolition	and	restora-
tion.	he	has	been	assembling	the	
remains	of	demolished	spaces	
into	a	range	of	paintings,	
sculptures,	and	installations	and	
translating	these	assemblages	
into	a	series	of	maps	for	the	
Undone-Redone	city.	The	work	
proposes	a	host	of	new	environ-
ments	that	emerge	from	the	
fragments	of	reorganized	urban	
remains.	he	also	worked	on	a	
series	of	material	studies	and	
photographic	collages	that	
synthesized	discarded	materials	
found	in	and	around	the	colony.

>>>>>>>>

philipp hoppe    Cologne,	germany
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dennis maher   buffalo,	New	York

WhOeVeR	BeLIeVes	ARt	AND	COMMeRCe	DON’t	MIx	should	consider	the	

work	of	damon Rich,	whose	show,	Red Lines, Death Vows, Foreclosures, Risk 

Structures: Architecture of Finance from the Great Depression to the Subprime 

Meltdown,	opened	at	the	MIt	Museum	in	Boston	in	september.	the	show	is		

an	installation	of	models,	photographs,	videos,	and	drawings	that	immerse	

visitors	in	one	of	the	most	contemporary	of	debacles:	the	ongoing	housing	

crisis.	exploring	the	relation	between	finance	and	architecture,	the	exhibit	

offers	information	on	the	obscure	history	of	the	mortgage	(literally	translated	

as	“death	vow”)	and	presents	the	darkening	realm	of	today’s	real	estate	

markets.	to	complete	the	show,	Rich,	an	urban	designer,	spent	a	year	

interviewing	representatives	from	the	Mortgage	Bankers	Association	and	

Comptroller	of	Currency	in	Washington,	D.C.	he	also	hung	out	at	Boston	bars	

talking	to	brokers	and	researched	the	labyrinthine	worlds	of	foreclosures	and	lending.	“It	has	been	a	sobering	education	on	

the	strange	role	of	architecture	in	this	calamity	that	goes	so	far	beyond	architecture,”	he	says.	“sometimes	it	feels	like	the	

project	is	chasing	the	apocalypse!”	

In	addition	to	his	own	work,	Rich	is	the	founder	of	the	Center	for	urban	Pedagogy	(CuP),	a	Brooklyn-based	nonprofit	that	seeks	

to	educate	people	about	places	and	how	they	change.	Facilitating	collaborations	between	advocacy	groups,	architects,	artists,	

city	workers,	educators,	policy	makers,	students,	and	more,	CuP’s	work	has	examined	public	housing,	the	prison	system,	even	

the	mysterious	alpha-omega	of	garbage.	CuP’s	work	was	recently	honored	when	it	was	included	in	the	2008	Venice	Biennale.	

THoM MAYne

continued on page 12



Architects-in-Residence

Larry	Bowne	worked	on	Chthonic Mappings,	a	suite	
of	drawings	merging	hand-	and	computer-	
generated	images.	The	drawings	explore	divergent	
interior	topographies:	at	the	urban	scale,	Exhumed 
Infrastructure	seeks	the	metaphysical	amidst	
contemporary	urban	systems;	Spiritual 
Longings	uncovers	memories	of	traditional	
iconography;	and Psychic Soundings	discloses	
affects	of	mood	and	sentiment.	while	at	
MacDowell,	Bowne	also	administered	the	con-
struction	of	two	projects:	an	advertising	agency	in	
new	york	city	and	a	renovation	and	addition	to	a	
weekend	house	on	long	Island,	new	york.

larry Bowne   Manhattan,	kansas

William	O’Brien	developed	two	essays	
concerning	methods	of	formation	in	contem-
porary	architecture.	The	first	essay	points	to	
creative	practices	and	cultural	precedents	
from	the	1950s	to	highlight	conceptual	
overlaps	with	contemporary	architecture.	
The	second	essay	underscores	similarities	
among	parametric,	post-minimal,	and	
alchemical	design	practices.

matthias neumann    brooklyn,	New	York

David	Pressgrove’s	work	deals	primarily	with	
low-income,	affordable	housing,	especially	the	
architectural	language	commonly	shared	in	the	
construction	of	housing	in	Mississippi,	pre-	and	
post-Katrina.	“The	word	‘abstract’	or	‘abstrac-
tion’	surfaces	as	more	and	more	significant,”	he	
writes,	“[but]	working	with	volunteers	on	the	
Mississippi	coast	or	with	habitat	for	humanity	in	
the	Mississippi	Delta,	the	notion	or	idea	of	
abstraction	could	not	be	further	away.	when	we	
look	at,	analyze	the	structure,	the	form,	the	
assembly,	the	method	in	architecture,	what	are	
we	doing	really?	when	we	synthesize	this,	how	
might	we	build	better,	much	better,	and	more	
beautifully?	what	are	the	possibilities	of	afford-
able	housing?”	at	MacDowell,	he	further	explored	
—	in	physical	model	form	—	the	aesthetics	and	
structural	possibilities	of	such	materials,	
methods,	and	modules	of	construction.	

Mark	Gage	worked	on	a	book	involving	architectural	
thinkers	—	both	contemporary	and	historical	—	
and	their	thoughts	on	aesthetics,	providing	
ongoing	commentary	alongside	the	texts.	The	
anthology	will	be	a	reintroduction	of	aesthetic	
discourse	into	the	contemporary	architectural	
obsession	with	form	and	technology.	The	book	will	
examine	the	emerging	interest	in	formal	aesthet-
ics	as	a	vehicle	by	which	the	field	can	seek	a	new	
and	vibrant	21st-century	architecture.	

mark GaGe   New	York,	New	York

Jason van nest   New	York,	New	York	

david pressGrove    biloxi,	Mississippi

SInce	MacDowell	MaDe	aRchITecTURe	ITS	SIxTh	DIScIPlIne	in	1990,	it	has	attracted	a	growing	number	of	
diverse	and	dynamic	professionals.	This	year,	the	colony	hosted	eight	architects,	whose	projects	not	only	prove	
the	range	of	geography	from	which	colony	artists	hail	but	also	the	spectrum	of	work	happening	in	this	laboratory	
of	creativity	nestled	in	the	new	hampshire	woods.	

Matthias	Neumann	continued	working	on	a	
survey	of	past	work	to	be	formalized	in	a	publica-
tion	normaldesign, circa now.	The	survey	included	
his	finalist	entry	to	the	world	Trade	center	
memorial	competition	in	new	york	city,	built	
work	for	artists	Vik	Muniz	and	Janaina	Tschaepe,	
collaborations	with	videographer	adi	Shniderman	
and	choreographer	ella	Ben-aharon,	and	his	
winning	competition	entry	for	the	africa	centre	in	
cape	Town,	South	africa.	he	also	continued	work	
on	a	fictitious	architectural	and	urban	history	of	
Neutral City, Kansas,	a	theoretical	pamphlet	on	
alternate	histories	of	western	architecture.

william J. o’Brien   Austin,	texas

Jason	Van	Nest	worked	on	a	series	of	
five	houses	that	provide	a	modern	
interpretation	of	John	Ruskin’s	architec-
tural	theories.	In	order	to	realize	these	
designs,	special	software	was	written	to	
lay	out	custom	shingles,	clapboards,	and	
other	repetitive	elements	in	user-defined	
patterns.	when	the	five	houses	are	
completed,	the	software	will	be	posted	
online	so	that	any	designer	can	expand	
on	the	experiment.	
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“A	residency	at	the	MacDowell	Colony	is	an	aberra-

tion	in	the	best	way.	It	is	a	temporary	departure	from	

one’s	normal	mental	state	that	enables	an	otherwise	

impossible	continuity	of	thought.	What	might	usually	

be	a	fleeting	idea	has	a	life	span	of	significant	

duration	at	MacDowell.	In	this	context,	ideas	are	

capable	of	being	suspended,	allowing	observation	

and	considerations	from	all	angles.	to	those	who	

create,	it	is	a	gift	without	parallel.”

—William J. O’Brien

>>>>>>>>
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affects and shapes human behavior; how it affects us in 
terms of our social and cultural engagements. 

what happens, i think — what’s happened with 
me, what happens, i think, with all architects — is that 
you come out of school, and you work on small-scale 
projects. You involve yourself in developing a broader 
set of . . . they say “theories” but an idea structure — the 
notions that you’re interested in that form the basis of 
your work. You’re also developing a set of formal ideas 
to respond to that because again, our work is nothing 
more but concretizing the world. we make it perma-
nent, in some way. And you do it with small-scale work, 
so it’s not particularly significant in a political sense or 
a broader, social sense. And you do this for kind of an 
extended time, 25 or 30 years.

And then you reach 48 or 49. in my case, i was 
getting a bit antsy; i was getting a bit angry because it  
seemed like it was time to go to work. And you can’t go 
to work yet because you’re not yet an adult in the 
architectural world. And you reach 50, and you’re now 
allowed to be . . . to do work of some sort of significance, 
meaning that it has an elevator. The big joke with my 
friends, my contemporaries, was that at some point, at 
about 40 or 45, we’d be having breakfast and [we’d say], 
“no more stories about any building if it doesn’t have  
at least one elevator!” You get to do kind of bigger  
buildings, and then things change because, of course, of 
the questions you’re asking now, and the ability to grow, 
to change, to evolve. And again, at a time in history 
which is only engaged in change. it seems to be one  
of the issues we have politically: whether we have a 
population that is capable of adapting to the huge 
amount of change that is taking place in our society,  
and be comfortable with that. 

Again, i’m a person that is a little worried about the 
over-investment in history and in the conserving nature of 
this culture, which is not useful to architecture. And here i 
am, in fact it was stated earlier — i think robert Macneil 

mentioned both the conserving of an institution and its  
relationship to the challenging of that. And i would be 
a little more aggressive, because i think it would also 
represent the evolution, let’s say, of also the institution, 
and the relationship of its reflection, which again, archi-
tecture is a part of. 

As this takes place, now we’re looking at kind of 
larger-scale work, and the questions change. And in my 
case, it’s been really kind of a lovely last decade, where 
the questions now have to do with broader issues. bob 
mentioned it in the last discussion, where it wasn’t that 

IN	OCtOBeR,	the	smithsonian’s	Cooper-hewitt	

National	Design	Museum	celebrated	outstanding	

achievement	at	its	ceremony	honoring	winners	of	

the	2008	National	Design	Awards.	At	the	event,	the	

museum	gave	Tom Kundig	its	award	for	architec-

ture	design.	Nominated	by	a	committee	of	more	

than	1,500	designers,	educators,	journalists,	

cultural	figures,	and	corporate	figures,	this	year’s	

winners	were	called	“exceptionally	strong.”	kundig	

was	honored	in	the	category	of	architecture	design	

for	the	way	in	which	his	projects	“seamlessly	

integrate	architecture	and	landscape,”	and	how	his	

ingenuity	as	an	architect	“lies	in	the	experiential	

nature	of	his	work,	the	use	of	kinetic	architectural	features,	and	the	reinvention	of	structural	elements	that	are	

often	overlooked.”

Another	2008	award	—	this	time	given	by	the	American	society	of	Landscape	Architects	(AsLA)	—	was	bestowed	on	

david Kamp’s	firm,	Dirtworks,	in	the	category	of	residential	design.	his	Beach	house	in	Amagansett,	New	York,	was	

chosen	from	a	select	group	of	projects	worldwide	and	cited	for	its	“impressive	sustainability.”	the	Beach	house	

celebrates	the	dunes	of	Long	Island	while	also	calling	attention	to	the	fragile	ecosystem	in	which	they	exist.	the	two	

most	significant	ecological	innovations	for	the	project	“prevented	erosion	of	beach	sands	by	establishing	a	dense	

network	of	native	plants”	and	“recharged	groundwater	by	maximizing	impermeable	surfaces.”	Founded	in	1995	by	

kamp,	Dirtworks	is	an	internationally	recognized	and	award-winning	landscape	firm.	AsLA	was	founded	in	1899	

and	represents	more	than	15,000	members	nationwide.			

long ago that architecture, at a smaller scale, at the level 
of a domestic residence, etc., was more associated with 
aesthetics, and a much more complicated set of ideas, 
which are located artistically, conceptually. 

now, as the work gets larger, and we’ve evolved in 
terms of a culture — i’m talking about architecture — 
we think quite a bit differently about it today even than 
we did 10 years ago. we work through very complicated 
computational methods that allow us to work intricately 
in ways that were unimaginable when i went to school. 
we see the world in broader and broader terms within 
a global structure, which is the essence of our work. 
And this has to do with the discussion of the cup, with 
the idea of [moving from] the aesthetization of the cup 
to looking at it within broad, macro terms. one can 
connect one’s personal habits, one’s actions, to larger, 
broader influences, which in fact seem to be the essence 
of where we are today, of being a citizen. with myself, 
it’s had to do with a radical shift in producing work 
which now allows us to deal with issues at this larger 
scale. it’s the future of architecture.

i would like to thank the MacDowells, who still live 
today. we’re all here because of them, and i honor them. 
great idea. it still works, affecting many people. it’s ter-
rific. i’m really honored to get this award. i’m especially 
honored to receive this particular award at MacDowell 
because it facilitates one’s inner world, one’s private 
world, outside of the immense vicissitudes of day-to-day 
life, which form this immense clutter that doesn’t allow us 
to grasp who we are, personally or as a culture.

i’m greatly honored. Thank you so much.

>>>>>>>>

National	Design	Award	recipient,	tom kundig.

MacDowell	would	like	to	thank	the	following	donors	
for	their	help	in	making	Medal	Day	possible:

keeNe	seNtINeL	
ROY’s	MARket
steRLING	DesIGN	&	COMMuNICAtIONs
YANkee	PuBLIshING,	INC.
JACk	DANIeLs	MOtOR	INN

RIVeRMeAD
JAMes	thOMAs	sALON
the		LAkes	GALLeRY	At	ChI-LIN
kINGsBuRY	CORPORAtION
the	tOADstOOL	BOOkshOPs
RIzzOLI	INteRNAtIONAL	PuBLICAtIONs,	INC.
BeLLOWs-NIChOLs	AGeNCY,	INC.
FRANkLIN	PIeRCe	uNIVeRsItY

RIVeRstONe	ResOuRCes	LLC
LAke	suNAPee	BANk
BAkeR	sALMON	DesIGN
MARkeM-IMAJe
the		seGAL	COMPANY
CGI	eMPLOYee	BeNeFIts	GROuP
PuBLIC	seRVICe	OF	NeW	hAMPshIRe

THAnK You .  .  .
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Picnickers	lunch	on	the	MacDowell	grounds	at	Medal	Day.

continued FRoM page 10
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Thanks	to	the	generosity	of	The	Rona	Jaffe	Foundation,	
women	writers	who	come	to	MacDowell	will	now	
have	more	support	than	ever.	established	with	an	
endowed	gift,	the	Rona	Jaffe	Foundation	Fellowship	
will	be	awarded	annually	to	an	emergent	woman	
writer	who	will	be	a	first-time	resident	at	the	colony.	
In	addition	to	providing	a	MacDowell	residency,	the	
Rona	Jaffe	Foundation	Fellowship	carries	a	stipend,	
which	can	be	used	to	defray	travel	expenses	and	
replace	lost	income	during	the	residency.

The	Foundation	made	the	gift	in	memory	of	its	
founder,	Rona	Jaffe,	who	was	the	best-selling	author	
of	16	books,	including	Class Reunion	and	The Best of 
Everything.	“establishing	this	Fellowship	at	MacDowell	
in	honor	of	Rona	Jaffe	has	been	a	wonderful	way	to	
continue	her	legacy	of	supporting	emergent	women	
writers,”	said	Beth	Mccabe,	Foundation	trustee	and	
writers’	awards	director.	“we	are	very	pleased	to	be	
working	with	The	MacDowell	colony	to	provide	more	
opportunities	for	gifted	women	writers.”

Since	1995,	the	Rona	Jaffe	Foundation	has	offered	vital	
support	with	its	writers’	awards,	which	are	given	to	
women	in	the	early	stages	of	their	careers.	The	shared	
hope	of	MacDowell	and	The	Rona	Jaffe	Foundation	is	
to	encourage	applications	from	women	writers	who	
have	not	applied	for	residencies	in	the	past	for	
financial	reasons.	Through	this	and	other	needs-based	
support,	MacDowell	is	striving	to	open	the	residency	
experience	to	a	wider,	more	diverse	community	of	
artists.	“nurturing	artists	from	all	walks	of	life	by	
removing	financial	barriers	ensures	that	a	spectrum	
of	voices	can	be	heard,”	said	cheryl	young,	
MacDowell’s	executive	director.	“That	spectrum	
enriches	and	enlivens	our	collective	culture.”

The	first	Rona	Jaffe	Foundation	Fellowship	will	be	
awarded	to	a	qualified	writer	of	fiction,	poetry,	or	
creative	nonfiction	who	applies	for	MacDowell’s	
summer	2009	residency	period.

garden state
As	the	renovation	of	Colony	hall	began	to	wind	down	last	fall,	MacDowell’s	part-time	gardener,	
emily	Drury,	began	creating	a	new	design	for	the	landscape	and	grounds	surrounding	the	Colony’s	
main	building.	keeping	such	things	as	environmental	concerns,	aesthetics,	and	the	history	of	
gardens	at	MacDowell	in	mind,	she	devised	a	plan	that	would	not	only	embellish	and	beautify	
Colony	hall’s	exterior,	but	also	offer	practical	benefits	and	long-term	cost	savings.

Since	early	spring,	Drury	has	planted	more	than	80	varieties	of	perennials,	annuals,	decorative	
shrubs,	and	trees	around	Colony	hall.	rather	than	a	formal	garden,	Drury	says	she	was	aiming	to	
renaturalize	the	area	and	bring	it	into	harmony	with	other	elements	of	the	larger	environment.	“i	
was	interested	in	creating	relationships	between	the	gardens	and	the	nearby	meadows	and	
woodland	spaces,”	she	says.

the	plantings	around	Colony	hall	—	which	include	such	things	as	lavender,	hosta,	elderberry,	
thyme,	foxglove,	coral	bells,	and	a	persimmon	tree,	to	name	a	few	—	are	low-maintenance,	native	
species	that	will	thrive	in	the	New	hampshire	climate	and	require	minimal	upkeep.	in	order	to	
prevent	runoff	and	erosion,	rain	barrels	have	been	placed	around	the	building	to	collect	water,	
which	is	then	used	to	irrigate	the	gardens.

behind	Colony	hall,	Drury	—	in	consultation	with	resident	Director	David	Macy	and	other	key	
staff	members	—	created	an	organic	vegetable	garden	that	now	supplies	the	kitchen	with	fresh	
produce	such	as	carrots,	leeks,	tomatoes,	beets,	kale,	rhubarb,	and	lettuce.	Drury	also	started	a	
compost	pile,	an	environmentally	conscious	venture	that	not	only	takes	care	of	food	scraps	from	
the	kitchen	but	also	enriches	the	soil	in	the	gardens.	in	early	spring,	she	obtained	16	New	
hampshire	red	hens,	which	reside	in	a	portable	chicken	wagon	behind	Colony	hall	and	provide	
fresh	eggs	for	the	kitchen	on	a	daily	basis.	in	early	October,	she	planted	roughly	2,200	bulbs	
around	Colony	hall.	

With	her	next	project,	a	perennial	herb	garden	that	will	be	planted	in	front	of	eaves	in	the	spring	
of	2009,	Drury	will	aim	once	more	to	serve	the	palates	(and	palettes)	of	Fellows	looking	for	a	
more	earthly	version	of	nourishment.

new faces

Dona	Lee	kelly
DIRecToR	oF	caMPaIgn		
anD	MaJoR	gIFTS

Mary	Cavallo
SUBSTITUTe	cooK/	
KITchen	aSSISTanT

rona Jaffe offers support for women writers at MacDowell

macdowell Gets  
honorary deGree
On	May	17,	2008,	executive	Director	Cheryl	

Young	attended	commencement	exercises	at	

Franklin	Pierce	university	in	Rindge,	New	

hampshire,	where	she	accepted	an	honorary	

Doctor	of	Arts	degree	on	behalf	of	the	Colony.	

“When	we	award	honorary	degrees,	we	

attempt	to	honor	people	and	organizations	that	

have	made	a	difference,	most	often	people	and	

organizations	which	exemplify	the	concepts	of	

individual	and	community,	upon	which	our	

core	curriculum	is	based,”	said	Franklin	

Pierce	university	President,	George	hagerty.	

“the	MacDowell	Colony’s	mission	of	giving	

artists	an	opportunity	for	quiet	creative	time	

helps	to	keep	the	arts	alive,	especially	in	

difficult	times.”	hagerty	said	the	New	

hampshire	supreme	Court	ruling	earlier	this	

year	that	upheld	MacDowell’s	tax-exempt	

status	inspired	him	to	bestow	the	award	upon	

the	Colony.	the	ruling,	he	said,	reminded	him	

of	“the	importance	of	giving	the	arts	a	chance	

to	flourish.”

A book on baseball  
and childhood
The Crowd Sounds Happy: A Story of 
Love, Madness, and Baseball	written	
by	board	member	Nicholas	
Dawidoff	was	published	by	
Random	house	in	May.	
The	story	of	“a	spirited	
boy’s	coming-of-age	in	a	
doomed	hometown,”	The 
Crowd Sounds Happy	
recounts	the	events	of	
Dawidoff’s	new	haven,	
connecticut,	childhood,	
and	reveals	how	the	game	
of	baseball	helped	him	
handle	growing	up	with	a	
father	who	was	mentally	
ill.	a	previous	Pulitzer	Prize	finalist,	
Dawidoff	is	a	contributor	to	The New 
Yorker	and	The New York Times 
Magazine.	a	three-time	MacDowell	
Fellow,	he	was	in	residence	at	
MacDowell	in	1998,	1999,	and	2000.

emily	Drury	tends	the	Colony’s	gardens,	
which	she	has	reinvented	and	restored.

the	new	voices	nurtured	by	the	rona	Jaffe	Fellowship	will	
join	an	illustrious	heritage	of	women	writers	at	the	Colony,	
including	Alice	Walker	(pictured	above),	Willa	Cather,	
Louise	erdrich,	Doris	kearns	Goodwin,	susan	Minot,	
suzan-Lori	Parks,	Alice	sebold,	and	Jean	Valentine.
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new york concerts 
commemorate composer’s  
70th Birthday
MacDowell	composer	and	board	member	ellen Taaffe Zwilich	

is	marking	her	70th	birthday	with	two	premieres	of	major	works	

during	the	2008–2009	concert	season.	On	October	27th,	

conductor	James	Conlon	led	the	Juilliard	Orchestra	in	the	first	

performance	of	zwilich’s	Symphony No. 5	at	Carnegie	hall.	the	

work,	which	was	commissioned	by	the	Juilliard	school,	reflects	

on	zwilich’s	personal	connection	to	the	famed	arts	institution.	“I	

not	only	received	my	doctorate	at	Juilliard,	I	found	my	voice	as	a	

composer	there,”	says	zwilich.	“I	loved	writing	for	the	Juilliard	

Orchestra	knowing	the	dedication,	skill,	and	artistry	of	these	

performers.”	On	April	28th	and	29th,	2009	—	just	in	time	for	

zwilich’s	70th	birthday	on	April	30th	—	the	92nd	street	Y	will	

feature	a	world	premiere	of	zwilich’s	Septet for Piano Trio and 

String Quartet	by	the	kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson	trio	and	the	

Miami	string	Quartet.

Joyner and Moravec elected to board
Investment	industy	expert	Pamela	J.	Joyner	has	joined	MacDowell’s	
board	of	directors.	with	more	than	25	years	of	experience	as	an	
advisor	for	investment	managers	and	private	investment	groups,	
Joyner	is	the	managing	partner	and	founder	of	avid	Partners,	llc,	a	
strategic	marketing	consulting	firm	focused	on	advising	managers	in	
the	alternative	investment	industry.	Prior	to	founding	avid	in	2000,	
she	held	positions	at	a	number	of	financial	firms,	including	Bowman	
capital	Management	and	capital	guardian	Trust	company.	She	also	
served	as	director	of	The	Sharper	Image	corporation	and	First	
Republic	Bank.	a	member	of	the	board	of	directors	of	Dartmouth’s	
hopkins	center	and	hood	Museum,	she	has	served	as	cochair	of	the	
San	Francisco	Ballet	and	is	a	trustee	of	the	School	of	american	
Ballet	and	the	Making	waves	Foundation.	She	holds	degrees	from	
Dartmouth	college	and	harvard	University.

winner	of	the	2004	Pulitzer	Prize	in	Music,	new	board	member	Paul	
Moravec	has	composed	more	than	90	orchestral,	chamber,	choral,	
lyric,	film,	and	electro-acoustic	arrangements	that	have	been	
performed	at	leading	venues	around	the	world.	a	professor	of	music	
composition	at	adelphi	University,	he	has	received	numerous	honors	
during	his	career,	including	a	Rome	Prize	fellowship,	a	Rockefeller	
Foundation	fellowship,	and	two	fellowships	from	the	american	

academy	of	arts	&	letters.	a	seven-time	MacDowell	Fellow,	Moravec	is	a	graduate	of	harvard	
University	and	columbia	University;	he	has	taught	at	harvard,	columbia,	Dartmouth,	and	
hunter	college.	his	Santa	Fe	opera	commission,	The Letter,	with	libretto	by	Terry	Teachout,	is	
set	to	premiere	in	July	of	2009.

online application Goes live

honoring	a	Legacy

Resident	Director	David	Macy	(front	left)	and	Peterborough	resident	Glenn	swanson	(front	right)	

install	a	historic	marker	near	the	MacDowell	graves	with	the	help	of	two	state	employees.		

the	marker	informs	visitors,	who	often	stop	at	the	site	to	pay	homage	to	edward	and	Marian	

MacDowell,	about	the	founders	and	their	now	101-year	legacy.

The	application	for	a	MacDowell	colony	residency	is	now	available	online.	
artists	can	submit	their	application	information	electronically	through	the	
colony’s	web	site	(at	www.macdowellcolony.org/apply).	once	the	online	
form	is	filled	in	and	submitted,	however,	applicants	must	still	send	work	
samples	and	copies	of	the	application	by	mail.	

why	use	the	online	form	if	you	still	need	to	mail	application	materials?	For	
starters,	applicants	using	the	online	form	may	stop	and	then	resume	the	
application	process	at	their	leisure.	(conversely,	the	printable	PDF	version	
of	the	application	does	not	allow	artists	to	save	information,	so	the	form	
must	be	completed	and	printed	in	one	sitting.)	Second,	the	information	
supplied	by	the	applicant	is	imported	directly	into	MacDowell’s	database,	

ensuring	accuracy	of	the	information.	In	addition,	online	applications	are	
kept	for	up	to	two	years,	so	an	artist	who	decides	to	reapply	will	have	their	
basic	contact	information	automatically	stored.	as	always,	all	application	
materials	are	due	in	the	office	on or before	the	deadline.	

This	is	just	the	first	step	in	providing	artists	with	an	easy,	accessible,	and	more	
efficient	application	process.	Through	artist	feedback	and	future	technological	
advances,	we	hope	to	expand	the	online	application	to	include	electronic	
receipt	of	work	samples.	we	encourage	you	to	send	any	thoughts	and	com-
ments	to	admissions@macdowellcolony.org.

hurlin world Premiere
MacDowell	board	member	and	colony	Fellow	Dan	hurlin	will	
present	the	world	premiere	of	his	new	puppet	performance	piece,	
Disfarmer,	in	January	of	2009.	with	text	written	by	MacDowell	
Fellow	sally	Oswald,	Disfarmer	examines	the	sheltered	world	of	
portrait	photographer	and	hermit	Mike	Disfarmer,	who	shunned	
his	family	and	friends	for	years	while	operating	a	portrait	studio	in	
arkansas.	Utilizing	“table-top”	puppetry	and	an	original	banjo	score,	
the	piece	“seeks	to	create	a	visceral	sense	of	the	photographer’s	
interior	and	exterior	worlds.”	Disfarmer	will	open	at	St.	ann’s	
warehouse	in	Brooklyn	on	January	27th.	Performances	will	run	
through	February	8th.

hurlin	presented	Who’s Hungry,	his	collaborative	work	with	perfor-
mance	artist	Dan	Froot,	in	october.	Described	as	“theatrical	portraits	
from	west	hollywood’s	homeless	and	hungry	community,”	the	show	is	
comprised	of	short	“toy-theatre	plays”	adapted	from	10	hour-long	
interviews	Froot	did	with	five	indigent	residents	of	west	hollywood.	
Performances	of	Who’s Hungry	took	place	at	the	Flynn	center	for	the	
Performing	arts	in	Burlington,	Vermont,	on	october	2nd	and	3rd.	hurlin		
and	Froot	hope	to	show	the	piece	in	los	angeles	in	2009.

in-progress	set	
and	puppet	for	
dan hurlin’s	
Disfarmer.
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MacDowell Downtown
9.5.08
Independent	filmmaker	Rodney	evans	screened	
his	2004	Sundance	award-winning	narrative	film,	
Brother to Brother,	which	examines	issues	of	
culture	and	identity	by	looking	back	on	the	
harlem	Renaissance	via	the	interactions	between	
an	elderly	black	writer	and	a	young	gay	artist.

10.3.08
husband	and	wife	documentary	and	narrative	
filmmakers	Jerome	Bongiorno	and	Marylou	
tibaldo-Bongiorno	screened	their	feature-length	
documentary	about	the	1967	newark,	new	
Jersey,	riots,	Revolution ’67.

11.07.08
writer	and	former	Marine	David	Morris	read	from	
recent	writings	based	on	his	experiences	as	an	
embedded	journalist	in	Iraq.

MacDowell in the schools
5.27.08
children’s	book	writer	sam	swope	shared	his	
work	with	third-graders	at	Peterborough	
elementary	School.

5.27.08
Documentary	filmmaker	Immy	humes	met	with	
conVal	high	School	writing	students	and	
screened	her	academy	award-nominated	film,		
A Little Vicious.	

5.30.08
a	third-grade	class	from	Peterborough	
elementary	School	visited	visual	artist	kathryn	
kenworth	in	her	studio	to	view	her	cardboard	
forest	installation.	children’s	book	author	Sam	
Swope	read	from	a	work-in-progress.

6.12.08
Visual	artist	Morgan	O’hara	taught	her	“live	
transmission”	drawing	technique	to	art	students	
at	conVal	high	School.	

7.14.08
In	Savidge	library,	composers	Corey	Dargel,	
Paul	Moravec,	Andrew	Norman,	and	sueyoung	
Yoo	met	with,	and	performed	for,	students	from	
The	walden	School.		

9.22.08
Visual	artist	hilary	Irons	showed	slides	of	her	
work	and	talked	with	students	at	The	Meeting	
School	in	Rindge	about	her	life	as	a	working	artist.

9.30.08
Documentary	filmmaker	katy	Chevigny	showed	
clips	from	her	film	Election Day	to	several	classes	
at	conVal	high	School.

10.08
Sculptor	Matthew	Northridge	worked	with	
third-graders	at	Peterborough	elementary	
School.

other outreach
5.6.08
Resident	Director	David	Macy	hosted	the	2008	
class	of	leadership	new	hampshire	in	the	
Savidge	library,	where	writer	elna	Baker	
presented	her	work.

6.6.08
Photographer	Bobby	Neel	Adams	gave	a	gallery	
talk	at	the	Sharon	arts	center	about	his	MacDowell	
centennial	Peterborough	Project,	Family Tree.

6.18.08
writer	Amanda	Borozinski	spoke	at	the	Dublin	
library	about	her	perspective	on	the	residency	
experience.

7.4.08
Drawing	on	the	words	of	walt	whitman,	poet	Bill	
zavatsky	gave	a	speech	at	the	Peterborough	
historical	Society’s	Fourth	of	July	flag-raising.
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MacDowell in san francisco
In	october,	MacDowell	patrons	and	board	members	from	several	states	visited	San	
Francisco,	where	they	met	with	many	colony	Fellows	and	friends	living	in	the	Bay	area		
for	an	art-filled	excursion.	MacDowell’s	first	west	coast	trip	sought	to	build	on	the	
centennial	momentum	that	emphasized	the	colony’s	national	role	as	a	supporter	of,	and	
advocate	for,	creative	artists	worldwide.	The	work	of	colony	Fellows	was	featured	during		
a	three-day	program	of	private	visits	and	events	in	the	city.	

MacDowell’s	new	board	member,	Pamela	J.	Joyner,	and	her	husband,	Fred	giuffrida,	
welcomed	MacDowell	guests	in	their	home	during	a	spectacular	dinner	with	local	arts	
supporters.	Visual	artist	and	colony	Fellow	Richard	Mayhew	guided	guests	through	
Joyner’s	and	giuffrida’s	superb	art	collection,	which	includes	a	number	of	his	color-filled	
landscape	paintings.	The	weekend	also	featured	colony	Fellow	stewart	Wallace,	who	
introduced	The Bonesetter’s Daughter,	his	new	opera	composed	in	part	at	MacDowell	and	
developed	during	a	multi-year	collaboration	with	San	Francisco’s	own	best-selling	novelist	
and	the	opera’s	librettist,	amy	Tan.	colony	Fellow	David	Petersen	discussed	his	film	about	
the	opera’s	creation,	while	percussionist	li	Zhonghua	demonstrated	the	traditional	chinese	
instruments	he	plays	in	the	opera.	The	following	night,	MacDowell	guests	enjoyed	a	world	
premiere	performance	of	The Bonesetter’s Daughter	at	the	San	Francisco	opera.	

Jeff	Rosenheim,	MacDowell	board	member	and	curator	of	photography	at	The	Metropolitan	
Museum	of	art,	helped	arrange	two	memorable	visits	to	private	collections.	colony	Fellow	
and	photographer	Abner	Nolan	guided	the	group	through	the	renowned	Fisher	Family	
collection	of	modern	and	contemporary	art	at	the	gap	headquarters.	at	Steven	and	nancy	
oliver’s	sheep	ranch	in	Sonoma	county,	guests	were	awed	by	site-specific	works	commis-
sioned	from	contemporary	sculptors,	including	ann	hamilton,	Bruce	nauman,	Martin	
Puryear,	Richard	Serra,	and	Ursula	Von	Rydingsvard.	also	among	the	trip’s	highlights	were	
an	architectural	tour	of	contemporary	buildings	in	San	Francisco,	including	2008	Medalist	
Thom	Mayne’s	Federal	Building;	a	tour	and	luncheon	at	the	asian	art	Museum;	and	a	
brunch	with	colony	Fellows	and	friends	at	the	Museum	of	the	african	Diaspora,	where	
executive	Director	cheryl	young	spoke	about	current	and	future	activities	at	MacDowell.	
“These	events	offered	wonderful	opportunities	to	connect	with	MacDowell	artists	and	
supporters	on	the	west	coast,”	said	young.

The	colony	is	planning	to	organize	a	second	national	trip	in	July	of	2009	to	Santa	Fe,	
new	Mexico,	where	MacDowell	artists	and	friends	from	all	over	the	country	will	once	
again	come	together.

Top to bottom:	michael 
chabon,	author	and	Colony	
Fellow,	speaks	about	his	
residency	experience	at	
the	welcome	dinner;	Alex	
Senchak	of	San	Francisco	
with	stewart wallace,	
composer	and	Colony	
Fellow;	Pamela	J.	Joyner	
with	Sarina	tang	of	New	
York;	Li	Zhonghua	
demonstrates	his	Chinese	
percussion	instrument	to	
Julian	taub	of	New	York.

Filmmakers	marylou tibaldo-Bongiorno	and	Jerome 
Bongiorno	outside	Mixter	Studio.
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Writer	elna Baker	in	Star	Studio.
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on the cover…

White Light	by	ruth Boerefijn,	204”	x	228”	x	
84”,	paper	and	tape.		Photo	by	Sue	tallon.

the	names	of	MacDowell	Fellows	are	noted	
in	bold throughout	this	newsletter.

the	MacDowell	Colony	awards	Fellowships	to	

artists	of	exceptional	talent,	providing	time,	

space,	and	an	inspiring	environment	in	which	

to	do	creative	work.	the	Colony	was	founded	in	

1907	by	composer	edward	MacDowell	and	

Marian	MacDowell,	his	wife.	Fellows	receive	

room,	board,	and	exclusive	use	of	a	studio.		

the	sole	criterion	for	acceptance	is	talent,		

as	determined	by	a	panel	representing	the	

discipline	of	the	applicant.	the	MacDowell	

Colony	was	awarded	the	National	Medal	of	Arts	

in	1997	for	“nurturing	and	inspiring	many	of	

this	century’s	finest	artists.”	Applications	are	

available	from	either	the	New	hampshire	or	

New	York	addresses	below,	or	on	our	Web	site:	

www.macdowellcolony.org.

Chairman:	Robert	Macneil

President:	carter	wiseman

executive	Director:	cheryl	a.	young

Resident	Director:	David	Macy

MacDowell	is	published	twice	a	year,	in	June	

and	December.	Past	residents	may	send		

newsworthy	activities	to	the	editor	in	Peterbor-

ough.	Deadlines	for	inclusion	are	April	1st		

and	October	1st.	For	more	timely	updates	we	

encourage	Fellows	to	post	their	news	and	

events	on	our	online	Calendar.
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the	MacDowell	Colony	is	located	at

100	high	Street

Peterborough,	nh	03458

Telephone:	603-924-3886

Fax:	603-924-9142

Administrative	office:

163	east	81st	Street

new	york,	ny	10028

Telephone:	212-535-9690

Fax:	212-737-3803

Web	site:	www.macdowellcolony.org	

e-mail:	newsletter@macdowellcolony.org	

Clockwise from top left:	writer	alicia ostriker;	visual	artist	suzanne Bocanegra;	filmmaker	Jem cohen;	
composer	andrew norman;	interdisciplinary	artist	peter Burr;	and	theatre	artist ken urban.

From	May	to	October	of	2008,	the	MacDowell	Colony	welcomed	a	total	of	138	artists	from	29	states	and	four	countries.	this	
group	included	57	writers,	20	visual	artists,	17	composers,	16	filmmakers,	12	artists	working	in	theatre,	10	interdisciplinary	
artists,	and	six	architects.

DOrOthY	ALbertiNi,	writer	
Kingston,	ny

DONALD	ANtriM,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

SArA	ASSeLiN,	theatre	
Brooklyn,	ny

keviN	AUgUStiNe,		
interdisciplinary artist 
Brooklyn,	ny

eLNA	bAker,	writer	
new	york,	ny

riCk	bArOt,	writer	
Tacoma,	wa

rYAN	berg,	writer	
Jackson	heights,	ny

StePheN	bLOOM,	writer	
Iowa	city,	Ia

SUZANNe	bOCANegrA,		
visual artist 
new	york,	ny

ANNA	bODeN,	filmmaker	
Brooklyn,	ny

ChriStOPher	bOLiN,	writer	
Saint	cloud,	Mn

JerOMe	bONgiOrNO,		
filmmaker	
newark,	nJ

AMANDA	bOrOZiNSki,	writer	
Rindge,	nh

LArrY	bOWNe,	architect	
Manhattan,	KS

Peter	bUrr,		
interdisciplinary artist 
Portland,	oR

SUSAN	bUtLer,	writer	
lake	wales,	Fl

JOSePh	CALDWeLL,	writer	
new	york,	ny

Peter	CAMerON,	writer	
new	york,	ny

JerrY	CArNigLiA,		
visual artist 
emeryville,	ca

L.M.	kit	CArSON,	filmmaker	
culver	city,	ca

kAtY	ChevigNY,	filmmaker	
Brooklyn,	ny

CAtheriNe	CiePieLA,	writer	
amherst,	Ma

SUZANNe	CLeArY,	writer	
Peekskill,	ny

ANDreA	CODriNgtON,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

JeM	COheN,	filmmaker	
Brooklyn,	ny

rObYN	CreSWeLL,	writer	
new	york,	ny

NAthAN	CUrrier,	composer	
greenwood,	Va

SebAStiAN	CUrrier,	composer	
new	york,	ny

NAthAN	DANiLOWiCZ,		
visual artist 
los	angeles,	ca

COreY	DArgeL,	composer	
Brooklyn,	ny

ChriStiNA	DAviS,	writer	
new	york,	ny

bLANe	De	St.	CrOix,		
visual artist 
Brooklyn,	ny

LOUiSe	DeSPONt,	filmmaker	
new	york,	ny

DAve	eggAr,	composer	
new	york,	ny	

bArbArA	eSS,	visual artist 
elizaville,	ny

rODNeY	evANS,	filmmaker	
Brooklyn,	ny

briAN	eveNSON,	writer	
Providence,	RI

rYAN	FLeCk,	filmmaker	
Brooklyn,	ny

kerMit	FrAZier,	theatre	
Brooklyn,	ny

JULiA	FrODAhL,	composer	
Brooklyn,	ny

MArk	gAge,	architect	
new	york,	ny

LiLiAN	gArCiA-rOig,		
visual artist 
Tallahassee,	Fl

SAM	greeN,	filmmaker	
San	Francisco,	ca

ANDreW	greer,	writer	
San	Francisco,	ca

JeNNiFer	hALeY,	theatre	
north	hollywood,	ca

LiSA	hAMiLtON,	visual artist 
Brooklyn,	ny

OtiS	hASCheMeYer,	writer	
Knoxville,	Tn

ADAM	hASLett,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

WeS	heiSS,		
interdisciplinary artist 
allentown,	Pa

StePheN	heNDee,		
visual artist 
las	Vegas,	nV

JANe	hirShFieLD,	writer	
Mill	Valley,	ca

CYNthiA	hOgUe,	writer	
Phoenix,	aZ

CAthY	PArk	hONg,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

PhiLiPP	hOPPe,	architect	
aachen,	geRMany

tiMOthY	hUANg,	theatre	
new	york,	ny

JiM	hUbbArD,	filmmaker	
new	york,	ny

iMMY	hUMeS,	filmmaker	
new	york,	ny

Peter	hUttON,	filmmaker	
Tivoli,	ny

LeWiS	hYDe,	writer	
cambridge,	Ma

NAthAN	ihArA,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

hiLArY	irONS,	visual artist	
Barrington,	nh

LeN	JeNkiN,	theatre	
new	york,	ny

kAtAriNA	JeriNiC,	visual artist 
Brooklyn,	ny

JOhN	JeSUrUN,	theatre	
new	york,	ny

MiChAeL	JOhANSON,	composer	
Portland,	oR

ADrieNNe	JONeS,	composer	
willimantic,	cT

kAthrYN	keNWOrth,		
visual artist 
oakland,	ca

SUZANNe	kiM	Lee,	theatre	
new	york,	ny

Perri	kLASS,	writer	
new	york,	ny

MiChAeL	kLiNgbeiL,	composer	
new	haven,	cT

JOANNA	kLiNk,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

MiChAeL	kOrie,	theatre	
new	york,	ny

heiDi	kUMAO,		
interdisciplinary artist 
ann	arbor,	MI

gWeNeSSA	LAM,	visual artist 
Vancouver,	canaDa

YOUNg	JeAN	Lee,	theatre	
Brooklyn,	ny

JULie	LeqUiN,		
interdisciplinary artist 
los	angeles,	ca

AhArON	LevY,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

SAMUeL	LiPSYte,	writer	
new	york,	ny

JeNNie	LiviNgStON,	filmmaker	
Brooklyn,	ny

DeNNiS	MAher,	architect	
Buffalo,	ny

Peter	MALAe,	writer	
Santa	clara,	ca

MONiCA	MArtiNeZ,	visual artist 
Providence,	RI

CAte	MArviN,	writer	
Staten	Island,	ny

JOYCe	MAYNArD,	writer	
Mill	Valley,	ca

ChArLOtte	MeehAN,	theatre	
norton,	Ma

JULie	MetZ,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

NANCY	MiLLer,	writer	
washington,	cT

MArthA	MOOke,	composer	
nyack,	ny

kAtriNA	MOOrheAD,		
visual artist	
houston,	Tx

PAUL	MOrAveC,	composer	
new	york,	ny

DiANe	MOSer,	composer	
Upper	Montclair,	nJ

beNJAMiN	MUSgrAve,	theatre	
Ilford,	englanD

MAtthiAS	NeUMANN,	architect	
Brooklyn,	ny

biLLY	NeWMAN,	composer	
Brooklyn,	ny

ANDreW	NOrMAN,	composer	
new	haven,	cT

MAttheW	NOrthriDge,		
visual artist	
Brooklyn,	ny

D.	NUrkSe,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

WiLLiAM	O’brieN,	Jr.,	architect	
austin,	Tx

StePheN	O’CONNOr,	writer	
new	york,	ny

MOrgAN	O’hArA,	visual artist 
new	york,	ny

kAreN	OLSSON,	writer	
austin,	Tx

geOF	OPPeNheiMer,		
visual artist 
chicago,	Il

DANieL	OrOZCO,	writer	
Moscow,	ID

JULie	OrriNger,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

ALiCiA	OStriker,	writer	
Princeton,	nJ	

rAJ	PArAMeSWArAN,	writer	
Missouri	city,	Tx

LOreLei	PePi,	filmmaker	
Providence,	RI

hOWArDeNA	PiNDeLL,		
visual	artist 
new	york,	ny

WiLLiAM	POWerS,	writer	
orleans,	Ma

SUZANNe	riveCCA,	writer	
San	Francisco,	ca

PhiLiP	rOSS,		
interdisciplinary	artist	
San	Francisco,	ca

brOOke	ShAFFNer,	writer	
edinburg,	Tx

breNDA	ShAUghNeSSY,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

SYD	SiDNer,	filmmaker	
new	york,	ny

ALviN	SiNgLetON,	composer	
atlanta,	ga

DAviD	SteiN,	visual artist	
oakland,	ca

giNger	StrAND,	writer	
new	york,	ny

JAMeS	StUrM,	writer	
white	River	Junction,	VT

SAM	SWOPe,	writer	
new	york,	ny

LYSLeY	teNOriO,	writer	
San	Francisco,	ca

MArYLOU	tibALDO-bONgiOrNO,	
filmmaker	
newark,	nJ

WeLLS	tOWer,	writer	
chapel	hill,	nc

SANDY	tSeNg,	writer	
Denver,	co

geOrge	tSONtAkiS,	composer	
Shokan,	ny

eLiZAbeth	tUbergeN,	
interdisciplinary artist 
nazareth,	Pa

keN	UrbAN,	theatre	
cambridge,	Ma

reNee	vAN	Der	SteLt,		
visual	artist	
Baltimore,	MD

tSeriNg	WANgMO	DhOMPA,	
writer	
San	Francisco,	ca

MeirA	WArShAUer,	composer	
columbia,	Sc

CAthY	WeiS,  
interdisciplinary artist 
new	york,	ny

eLiZAbeth	WetMOre,	writer	
chicago,	Il

JOe	WiNter,		
interdisciplinary artist 
long	Island	city,	ny

CArOLiNe	WOOLArD,	
interdisciplinary artist 
Brooklyn,	ny

SUeYOUNg	YOO,	composer	
east	orange,	nJ

JULiA	ZArANkiN,	writer	
Toronto,	canaDa

biLL	ZAvAtSkY,	writer	
new	york,	ny

LeNi	ZUMAS,	writer	
Brooklyn,	ny

SUZANNe	ZWeiZig,	writer	
washington,	Dc

The	colony	is	grateful	for	the	
generous	support	of	the	
following	organization:


